


his is a bittersweet letter for me to me write as I 
prepare to step down as president of AmCham 
Indonesia, after first taking up the role in early 2014. 
This has been a rewarding several years for me as 

we have seen great growth and development in our activities 
and perspective as the advocate of choice for our companies 
in Indonesia. While I must step down as President due to term 
limits, I will remain on the board and will continue to serve 
AmCham as an active and enthusiastic supporter. 

The last few years have been hectic ones for AmCham, and 
2018 was no exception. We hosted a major gala, moved offices, 
amended our bylaws to change our membership structure 
and of course continued our engagement with the Indonesian 
government on a regular basis. 

A year ago, people were speculating that 2018 would 
be a quiet year for engagement with the government of 
Indonesia for foreign investors, as it marked the start of the 
political season leading up to the 2019 presidential elections. 
As a result, there was legitimate concern that reforms and 
continued openness to foreign investment might fall prey to 
populist appeals. Fortunately, this has largely not proven to 
be the case. Our engagements with the government remained 
robust in 2018 and our advocacy efforts have quietly made 
some progress on issues as diverse as patents, the Negative 
Investment List and the implementation of the Halal Law. 

We have had good meetings in a variety of settings with 
virtually all of the economic cabinet ministers. Our companies 
have engaged closely with the Office of the Vice President on 
a number of thorny issues. In addition, the annual US-Indonesia 
Investment Summit, in partnership with the US Chamber of 
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new horizons

Commerce, remains the central bilateral private 
sector event of the year in Indonesia. Held in 
September, we welcomed seven cabinet ministers 
to the stage and discussion rooms including our 
keynote speaker, Minister of Finance Sri Mulyani 
Indrawati. Our annual Investment Report, this 
year entitled “Indonesia’s Journey,” looked at the 
progress of reforms under President Joko Widodo 
since his first term began in 2014. 

We also did something new for us this year by 
enthusiastically taking the lead organizing role 
for an ambitious gala dinner and business round 
table event on the sidelines of the IMF-World Bank 
meetings held in Bali in October. The five private 
organizations that work in various ways on the US-
Indonesia economic relationship joined forces for 
an event that succeeded beyond our expectations. 
I want to personally thank our partners for the Gala 
– the US Chamber of Commerce, the US-ASEAN 
Business Council, the American-Indonesian Chamber 
of Commerce and the US Indonesia Society. 

It was our great honor to have Vice President 
Jusuf Kalla present the keynote remarks at the Gala 
dinner and to have Coordinating Minister of Maritime 
Affairs Luhut Pandjaitan and Sri Mulyani speak at 
the business round table and attend the dinner 
alongside Bank Indonesia Governor Perry Warjiyo 
and BKPM Chairman Thomas Lembong. This event, 
“Indonesia: the Journey Forward,” was certainly one 
of the major highlights of my time as president of 
AmCham.  

Before closing, I want to thank our AmCham 
Board of Governors, who this year helped forge new 
directions for us by opening up and expanding our 
corporate, individual and premium membership 
categories to more voting members. I think this 
will benefit AmCham for years to come and is a 
major outcome of a two-year evaluation and reform 
process the Board took on. 

I would like to give special acknowledgement to 
our outgoing Executive Director, Sarah Howe, who 
has been AmCham’s chief administrator and more 
for the last nine years. It has been a great pleasure 
to work closely with Sarah over the past years and I 
wish her all the best in her next endeavor – she will 
surely be missed by us all! 

I also want to give a big thanks to our Managing 
Director, A Lin Neumann, who helped guide our 
efforts all year and steered us into a new working 
direction by moving our offices to WeWork. The rest 
of our staff, from the admin team to our excellent 
advocacy staff, continue to do great work. Their 
assistance to our companies helps make AmCham 
what it is – so thanks to the entire AmCham team for 
all the hard work over the past year! 

Finally, thanks also to all of you, our members, for 
the trust and confidence you placed in me to serve 
as your governor and president over the past years – 
it has been my great pleasure to serve. 

T
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e came into 2018 thinking this 
might be a quiet year for our 
dealings with the Indonesian 
government. Attention, the 

thinking went, might be deflected to politics due 
to the 2018 local elections and ahead of the 2019 
presidential elections. But with his first term winding 
down, President Joko Widodo was in no mood to 
let the economy suffer or to stop at least trying 
to reassure investors that Indonesia is open for 
business. The headwinds were considerable, with 
consumer confidence down, the rupiah taking a 
battering largely due to external factors and the 
country’s current account deficit becoming an 
object of concern as policymakers toyed with import 
restrictions and other measures because they had 
to be seen to be “doing something,” in the words of 
one senior official. 

W

There were other background worries during 
the year. Because of Indonesia’s trade surplus 
with the United States and other trade issues, its 
ability to take advantage of liberal tariffs under the 
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) program 
with the US came under review by the Office of the 
US Trade Representative. We are hopeful the review 
will result in greater openness in the Indonesian 
market and we believe that Indonesia’s best chance 
to move the economy toward growth above the 5 
percent range will depend on foreign investment.  

The messages, however, continue to be mixed. 
On natural resource policy, the drive to award 
expiring oil concessions to the national oil company, 
Pertamina, instead of renewing the contracts of 
proven foreign operators continued in ways that 
threaten to put the brakes on billions of dollars of 
foreign investment. But there were welcome signs of 
progress on negotiations for the future of Freeport 
Indonesia’s massive Grasberg mine, which hopefully 
will be resolved soon. 

Some progress nonetheless
On the positive side of the ledger, AmCham 
Indonesia continued to find the government open 
to engagement on many issues. We had positive 
discussions – and results – on the restrictive forced 
manufacturing clause in Article 20 of the Patent 
Law, agreeing to a compromise acceptable to the 

By A Lin Neumann, Managing Director
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government and our companies. It was the kind of 
interaction we greatly value as partners with the 
government of Indonesia for economic progress. 

In other areas, the Office of the Vice President 
was very helpful in moderating the implementation 
of the 2014 Halal Law, which calls for mandatory 
and sweeping halal certification for a wide range of 
food and pharma products. Fortunately, the trend 
in recent drafts of the implementing legislation, 
which is to go into effect in October 2019, has been 
cooperative and the new Halal Certification Body 
(BPJPH) has been open to productive discussions 
with industry. 

On other issues, such as data localization there 
was also progress in 2018, although the final 
regulation has yet to be signed. There was limited 
progress on foreign worker regulations also but 
not the sweeping openness we had been told was 
in the works. We also saw tax incentives expanded 
and promises of major changes in the Negative 
Investment List (DNI), but that process also is 
uncertain. 

In other words, our relations with the government 
are cordial and cooperative, but Indonesia’s broader 
bureaucracy remains somewhat ambivalent about 
not just foreign investment but even the private 
sector altogether. Both Indonesian and foreign 
companies worry openly that as the state sector 
grows, opportunities for private sector solutions do 

not keep pace, despite the fulsome praise given to 
Indonesia’s vibrant start-up scene and appeals for 
greater FDI. 

AmCham at center stage 
2018, however, was undoubtedly a good year 
for AmCham Indonesia. Our Initiative Indonesia 
program with the US Chamber of Commerce held 
another annual US-Indonesia Investment Summit, 
drawing seven cabinet ministers on the day for 
serious discussions in the spirit of seeking solutions 
to regulatory problems. There is no doubt that the 
Summit is the preeminent bilateral US-Indonesia 
private sector event year after year and we are 
deeply grateful for the cooperation and partnership 
we enjoy with numerous government ministers on 
that event and other projects. We also held two 
very well attended investment missions in 2018, 
an innovation mission and a financial services and 

“We are hopeful the 
review will result in 

greater openness in the 
Indonesian market”
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fintech mission. With these events now regulars on 
the AmCham calendar, we are able to build valuable 
connections with local associations and companies 
and engage on a meaningful level with various 
senior officials in the line ministries and agencies. 

Next year, the Initiative’s role will be to engage 
with the new government early in its tenure, a 
process that we also undertook in 2014 when 
President Widodo was first sworn in. 2019 will mark 
the 70th anniversary of US recognition of Indonesia’s 
independence, which will present us with ample 
opportunities to celebrate relations between these 
two great countries. 

AmCham Indonesia is also proud of the role 
we played as the lead organizer of “The Journey 
Forward,” the business roundtable and gala that 
took place on the sidelines of the IMF/World Bank 
meetings in Bali in October. Together with our 
partners – the US Chamber of Commerce, the US-
ASEAN Business Council, the American-Indonesian 
Chamber of Commerce and the US Indonesia 
Society – we pulled off a great event on a big stage 
during one of the largest international gatherings 
of the year. Indonesia, the host country, did a 
magnificent job organizing the meetings and we 
are happy we were able to contribute to its success. 
With Vice President Jusuf Kalla, Minister of Finance 
Sri Mulyani Indrawati, Coordinating Minister for 
Maritime Affairs Luhut Pandjaitan and many others 
speaking to our companies and sponsors, it was a 
night to savor after months of hard work. 

WeWorking 
Also in 2018, we took a big step and moved our 
office to the brand new WeWork facility in the 

SCBD business district in South Jakarta. A major 
American company that is helping to redefine how 
people work worldwide, WeWork is also our latest 
Platinum member in a partnership we think will have 
lasting value for both parties. This is more than just 
a change of address for us. It is a chance to flatten 
our organizational structure, increase the ability of 
the staff to interact with more companies and get 
ourselves more deeply enmeshed in Indonesia’s 
burgeoning tech and start-up community. 

We encourage our members to visit us in 
WeWork at Revenue Tower, SCBD, where we plan 
to hold numerous events and take advantage of 
the synergies WeWork makes possible. I want to 
personally thank our Board of Governors for their 
willingness to encourage this change and support 
our search for new horizons. 

The Board also took a major step forward in 
2018 by liberalizing and expanding the number of 
voting members in AmCham in both corporate and 
individual categories. All corporate members will 
now have three voting members and all individual 
members will have voting rights. This is more 
than just a cosmetic change. It expands the ranks 
of professionals from all sectors who will be full 
members and we hope it will be seen as a sign of 
growth and creativity. 

Transitions 
Because of term limits, the President of our Board of 
Governors, Brian Arnold, who has served in the post 
for over four years, will be stepping down at the 
end of 2018. AmCham owes a tremendous debt of 
gratitude to Brian, who has given generously of his 
time and talents these last several years. Our close 
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relationship with the US Chamber of Commerce 
through Initiative Indonesia grew and matured under 
his leadership. He was a vocal supporter of the Bali 
gala this year and he drove the reform process that 
came to fruition in 2017-2018. Brian immediately 
saw the logic of our office move and the need for 
new work directions. He also never failed to be there 
for us when we needed him, whether it was for the 
routine tasks that are needed to keep the Chamber 
moving or the many high-profile events at which 
he represented us, from the 2017 visit of US Vice 
President Mike Pence to meeting Congressional 
delegations and engaging with the highest 
leadership of the Indonesian government. 

Brian has also been a steady hand and a unifying 
influence on the Board, something that is sure to 
continue as he remains on the Board. He can always 
be counted on to seek a necessary consensus to 
move us forward. With a long history of working 
with AmChams in several countries Brian knows well 
the AmCham ethos of helping the private sector in 
myriad ways. Thanks again, Brian. 

This year will also mark the departure of Executive 
Director Sarah Howe, who is ending nine years 
of service to AmCham. Sarah has been our rock, 
helping to guide us through a period of continuous 
growth and occasional turbulence. She has overseen 
our administrative structures, patiently built an 
excellent staff, worked tirelessly with numerous 
committees and sought out new directions for us 
in areas like HR development, procurement and 
corporate citizenship. If members had problems or 

issues, Sarah was the one to sort out the concerns. 
Through it all, her good humor, patience and fairness 
have been front and center. To say she will be 
missed is an understatement, but we wish her well 
in the future and we know that she will continue to 
be awesome. 

Some of our stalwart Board members and others 
in the AmCham leadership also departed this year 
due to career transitions and reassignments. Chuck 
Taylor, who was managing director of Chevron 
Indonesia for several years, was an ardent supporter 
of AmCham through our Platinum program and a 
great source of insight on doing business here. Dan 
Wieczynski, who headed ExxonMobil’s Indonesian 
operations, served on our Board and was a constant 
source of patient good cheer and helpful insights on 
business. Gaurav Gupta, most recently in Indonesia 
as head of Bridgestone and before that General 
Motors Indonesia, was a Platinum member for two 
different companies and one of our most loyal 
supporters. We wish all these top executives well in 
their future. 

Advocacy, communication, engagement 
The ground-level work of AmCham is done 
through our committees, small meetings with the 
government, private dinners and understanding 
all manner of regulations. AmCham engaged 
throughout the year in advocacy with the 
government on behalf of our companies on various 
issues. 

Our very capable advocacy team, headed by 
Government Relations Director Yanuar Wibisana, 
who joined AmCham in 2018, tracks and translates 
emerging legislation and regulations, strategizes 
on approaches to regulators and develops ongoing 
engagement. This is the team that also knows who’s 
who in the ministries and makes it possible for us 
to get the meetings we need. I want to express 
my gratitude to the team – Yanuar, Gilang Ardana, 
Ellisa Kosadi, Karmila Bain and Peter Lie – all of 
whom do a great job interacting with our companies 
and maintaining the working ties we need to 
government agencies. 

I also want to thank the rest of our amazing staff, 
with particular attention to Tari Sutjiningtyas, my 
personal assistant, who also takes on numerous 
other tasks that need to be done, such as 
coordinating massive events like the Bali Gala.   

Finally, a special note of appreciation goes to our 
Platinum Benefactors – BCA, Bridgestone, Cargill, 
Chevron, Coca-Cola, ExxonMobil, EY, Freeport, 
General Motors, Mead Johnson, PwC and our newest 
member, WeWork. These companies make much of 
our work possible and without them we would not 
have the advocacy impact that we have today. 

If I have missed anyone or anything, the error is 
entirely mine and unintentional. Thanks again to the 
AmCham community and let’s have a terrific 2019. 
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he Business Round Table and Gala Dinner 
AmCham co-hosted with its partners in 
Bali on the sidelines of the International 
Monetary Fund/World Bank meetings in 

October drew a full house audience that included 
keynote speaker Vice President Jusuf Kalla, 
Coordinating Minister for Maritime Affairs Luhut 
Pandjaitan, Finance Minister Sri Mulyani Indrawati, 
Bank Indonesia Governor Perry Warjiyo and BKPM 
Chairman Tom Lembong.

The packed audience for “Indonesia: The Journey 
Forward” on October 10 at the Ayodya Resort Hotel 
in Nusa Dua, Bali included top US and Indonesian 
business executives and senior government officials 
from the Coordinating Maritime Ministry, the Finance 
Ministry, Bank Indonesia and numerous other 
agencies. US Ambassador to Indonesia Joseph 
Donovan represented the US government at the 
event.

AmCham President Brian Arnold and Managing 
Director A Lin Neumann also gave remarks at the 
dinner.

“We wish to thank our partners for the event, the 
US Chamber of Commerce, US-Indonesia Society, 
American Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and 
US-ASEAN Business Council,” said Neumann. “It was 
the first time the five organizations have worked 
together on a common project.

“We also wish to thank the sponsors who made 
the evening possible – Platinum sponsor, Freeport 
Indonesia; Gold sponsors, ExxonMobil Indonesia, 
Citi, Stanley Weiss, Mattel, CT Corp, Mastercard, 
and Chevron; Silver sponsors, VISA and the Tanoto 

T
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Foundation,” he said.
The effort began with a conversation in 

Washington between AmCham, the US Chamber 
and Luhut in late 2017. Luhut and Sri Mulyani led the 
organizing committees for the IMF/WB meetings 
and were of great help to AmCham in its role as the 
principle organizer of the Gala. .

A private Business Round Table preceded the Gala 
dinner and featured Luhut, Sri Mulyani and their key 
advisors. The ministers took questions from the floor 
and briefed companies on the Indonesian economy. 
The government’s message: Invest in Indonesia.

During the Gala itself, Vice President Kalla spoke 
of the country’s openness for investment, and also 

 “It was the first time 
the five organizations 
have worked together 
on a common project”

thanked the private sector for responding quickly 
and generously to the earthquake and tsunami in 
Sulawesi on September 28. Lembong also spoke 
about disaster relief and the country’s partnership 
with US investors.

In remarks introducing Lembong, Neumann 
emphasized the people-to-people partnership 
symbolized by the private sector response to the 
tragedy in Sulawesi.

Lembong called the tragedy a “teaching moment” 
on the value of Indonesia’s close relationship with 
foreign investors. He praised numerous large US 
companies that have given generously to relief 
efforts. 

9  
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Initiative Indonesia Promotes US-
Indonesia Economic Engagement
The jewel in the crown of AmCham Indonesia’s year 
was the 2018 edition of Initiative Indonesia, the US-
Indonesia Investment Initiative, held in conjunction 
with the US Chamber of Commerce. The program is 
capped off with our annual Investment Summit and 
the release of our investment report. 

Now in its sixth year, the Initiative, which has 
explored the many dimensions of the economic 
relationship between the US and Indonesia, 
offers US companies the opportunity to engage 
directly with the Indonesian government to 
better understand and gain greater access to the 
Indonesian market.

The 2018 Initiative began with two successful 
missions – Innovation and Financial Services/
Fintech – and peaked with the 2018 US-Indonesia 
Investment Summit. In between there were smaller 
events and gatherings under the Initiative in both 
Jakarta and Washington, DC. 

“The Investment Initiative has really become a 
key place to deepen relationships between the US 
private sector and the Indonesian government,” 
said AmCham Indonesia’s Government Relations 
Director Yanuar Wibisana. “We use the Initiative to 
seek solutions and find a path forward on numerous 
issues.”

Innovation Mission
Pharmaceuticals, fast-moving consumer goods 
(FMCG) and information and communication 
technology (ICT) companies met with key 
government stakeholders March 5-6 to discuss 
crucial intellectual property rights issues when 
AmCham Indonesia, the US Chamber of Commerce, 
and the Global Innovation Policy Center (GIPC) 
jointly held the 2018 Innovation Mission.

The mission included a series of engagements 
with the Ministry of Law and Human Rights on 

“We use the Initiative 
to seek solutions and 
find a path forward on 
numerous issues.”
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the draft implementing regulations of the Patent 
Law, and meetings with other key government 
stakeholders covering broad intellectual property 
(IP) and research and development issues.

US Ambassador to Indonesia, Joseph R. Donovan 
and Creative Economy Agency  Deputy for IP 
Facilitation and Regulation Ari Juliano Gema also 
spoke during the mission, which marked the launch 
of the US Chamber’s Global IP Index 2018.

The group also met with the board of the 
Indonesian Employer’s Association (Apindo), led by 
chairman Hariyadi Sukamdani, for a wide-ranging 
discussion on private sector concerns.

During the mission, the delegations emphasized 
that innovation will support Indonesia’s economic 
growth and create employment, provided that a 
robust intellectual property rights (IPR) framework 
is in place. Visits to the Ministry of Law and Human 
Rights; Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher 
Education; Ministry of Industry and the Ministry of 
Communication and Information Technology also 
emphasized the critical need for a joint effort to 
promote IP awareness to broader stakeholders, in 
which the private sector could have a key role in the 
process.

This year, the mission expanded its reach to more 
stakeholders, covering an inter-agency meeting 
on national IP strategy with 10 plus government 
institutions involved; multi-stakeholder meetings 

with key associations and organization. The Global 
IP Index Launch reception brought together 
government officials and a wider company audience.

The eighteen representatives from 12 
organizations and companies discussed challenges 
they face in fostering innovation and the increased 
competition from neighboring countries, such 
as Vietnam. Stakeholders agreed that ensuring 
Indonesia is more attractive for investment is critical.

The mission closed with the Indonesia launch of 
“Create,” the US Chamber of Commerce’s Global 
IP Index 2018 at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel. 
The report benchmarks the IP environment in 50 
economies around the world and demonstrates how 
IP-driven innovation and creativity fosters economic 
competitiveness. 

Getting Private on TIFA Sidelines
AmCham Indonesia took a leading role in bringing 
the private sector together with government trade 
negotiators from Indonesia and the US in May, at a 
luncheon held to mark the 17th edition of the Trade 
and Investment Framework Agreement (TIFA) talks.

Titled “Focus on the Future,” the event gave 
leading businesses from the two countries a chance 
to interact with the Heads of Delegation for the TIFA 
meeting, Karl Ehlers, the Assistant United States 
Trade Representative; and Iman Pambagyo, the 
Director General for International Trade Negotiations 
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for Indonesia’s Ministry of Trade. The two officials, 
joined by their teams, provided an overview of 
the issues under negotiation during the one-day 
bi-lateral session held at the Shangri-La hotel in 
Jakarta.

The lunch event was under the auspices of 
Initiative Indonesia with AmCham and the US 
Chamber of Commerce and was co-sponsored by 
the Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
(KADIN Indonesia), the Indonesian Employers 
Association (APINDO) and the US-ASEAN business 
Council.

The organizers took the occasion to emphasize 
the positive benefits of trade and investment and 
to set a tone of cooperation between the two 
countries.

In their opening remarks, the Chairman of the 
Indonesian Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM), 
Tom Lembong, and the Chairman of APINDO, 
Hariyadi Sukamdani, noted that with major business 
organizations from both countries joining forces to 
foster greater trade and investment activities, the 
prospects for economic cooperation are good.

AmCham’s President Brian Arnold expressed 
his interest in welcoming foreign investment into 
Indonesia’s education sector, something that he 
believes can benefit Indonesia’s future. 

Speakers from both the government and the 
private sector of both countries discussed the 
opportunities for Indonesian companies to expand 
into or to invest in the US, as well as issues related 
to the creative economy sector – focusing on film 
and the visual arts specifically – and for small and 
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) – focusing on the 
fintech and startup industry.

Financial Services and Fintech Mission
Data localization, the national payment gateway, 
reinsurance, regulatory concerns and the emergence 
of the financial technology (fintech) industry 
were all topics discussed by American companies 
and important stakeholders from the Indonesian 
government in a very successful Financial Services 
and Fintech Mission held June 27-29 in Jakarta, 
which saw a series of engagements with the Ministry 
of Communication and Informatics, the Ministry of 
Finance, the Financial Services Authority (OJK), 
and the Indonesia Investment Coordinating Board 
(BKPM).

The delegation of companies also met with the 
US Ambassador to Indonesia, Joseph R Donovan, 
in a warm breakfast meeting. There were also 
special sessions with the Indonesian Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry (KADIN) and the 
Indonesian Employer’s Association (APINDO) 
as well as representatives of Indonesia’s private 
sector including start-ups and rising players in the 
emerging fintech sector. 

Financial technology players in Indonesia and 

abroad also participated in the mission during the 
Industry Leaders’ Forum, discussing issues and 
opportunities.

Minister of Finance Sri Mulyani Indrawati, 
accompanied by the Director General of Taxation 
Robert Pakpahan met with the delegation. Tax 
treatment for e-commerce was the main issue 
discussed, concerning the government’s tax plans 
for the sector. Sri Mulyani also applauded American 
companies for their contribution to the Indonesian 
economy.

The mission also hosted Rudiantara, the Minister 
of Communication and Informatics and Thomas 
Lembong, chairman of BKPM, in a lunch meeting. 
They exchanged thoughts and concerns regarding 
issues such as data localization, updates to the 
negative investment list, GR82, technology and 
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financial inclusion.
The delegation met two representatives from 

OJK in separate meetings: Triyono Gani, the Head 
of Digital Finance Innovation and Microfinance 
Development; and Imansyah, Senior Advisor on 
International Affairs. The meetings discussed the 
OJK’s strategic initiatives for 2018, the impact of the 
fintech industry on conventional banks, and issues in 
the insurance sector. 

As well as dealing with government stakeholders, 
the mission also engaged with local business 
associations on fintech and financial services. A 
lunch meeting with representatives of KADIN and 
APINDO was held at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel.

In her opening remarks, Shinta Kamdani, KADIN 
Vice Chair, said that she appreciated the support 
of foreign companies in Indonesia. The discussion 
continued on topics such as the US-China trade war 
and its impact on Indonesia, the negative investment 
list, foreign direct investment incentives such as 
tax holidays and the plan to set up a joint working 
group on fintech.

The fintech discussion continued in the Industry 
Leaders’ Forum, where the delegation met with 
various Indonesian fintech and e-commerce players 
including Traveloka, Go-Pay and Investree. The 
forum mainly discussed the conducive start-up 

regulatory environment in Indonesia, considering the 
majority of fintech players are start-ups.

A reception was later held in conjunction with 
AmCham’s Joint Chambers Networking Evening, 
which was co-hosted with the Indonesian Australia 
Business Council (IABC), the Italian Business 
Association in Indonesia (IABI) and the Indonesia 
Canada Chamber of Commerce (ICCC). 

US-Indonesia Investment Summit
Seven Indonesian cabinet ministers, including 
Finance Minister Sri Mulyani, Minister of Trade 
Enggartiasto Lukita, Minister of Industry Airlangga 
Hartarto and communications minister Rudiantara 
spoke at the sixth annual US-Indonesia Investment 
Summit, organized by AmCham Indonesia and the 
US Chamber of Commerce. OJK Chairman Wimboh 
Santoso gave the closing address at the summit, the 
first time he has addressed the annual investment 
gathering. 

Delivering her first-ever keynote address to the 
summit, Sri Mulyani assured investors that the 
economy remains sound, despite the upcoming 
political year. “The Indonesian government will 
continue to pursue the… fundamental building 
blocks to sustain economic growth,” she said, “no 
matter who is in charge in the president’s office.”
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US Ambassador to Indonesia Joseph Donovan 
also spoke at the summit, held at the Mandarin 
Oriental Hotel in Jakarta on September 27, which 
was attended by some 300 policymakers, executives 
of US companies involved in Indonesia and other 
business leaders. 

The summit saw the release of AmCham and the 
US Chamber’s annual investment report “Indonesia’s 
Journey,” which looks at the country’s reform 
agenda over the last 20 years, with a special focus 
on the first four years of President Joko Widodo’s 
administration and the positive changes it has made, 
highlighting developments in key specific industries 
and making a series of recommendations. It also 
compares Indonesia and four other large ASEAN 
countries in terms of the economic and business 
climate. 

Under this theme, the summit captured the 
progress of greater openness in Indonesia’s 
economy through the work of the current 
administration, and possible improvements to 
achieve greater prosperity.

With the support of co-hosts the Indonesian 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (Kadin), 
the Indonesian Employers Association (Apindo) 
and BKPM the event drew numerous high profile 
panelists from government, the private sector and 
academia.

The six panel discussions incorporated both 
public and private figures as the summit covered 
a number of industry-specific issues. From the 
extractive sector to financial services, the main 
message of each industry player was similar – the 
need for regulatory and legal certainty as the basis 
for greater investment.

On the government side, the summit heard 
progress has been made in terms of economic 
growth, the regulatory environment and ease of 
doing business. The government also reiterated its 
commitment to sustain economic growth, create 
business-friendly economic policies and attract 
foreign investment.

BKPM Chairman Thomas Lembong, speaking to 
the Summit by video because he was out of the 
country, also spoke on how the government is facing 
up to currency market pressure. 

Despite the positive words from government, 
a key message throughout the summit from 
companies was that more needs to be done.

One of the biggest issues voiced was the lack of 
policy coordination between the central and local 
governments – with good policies made by the 
central government often poorly implemented by 
local governments.

As always, the highlight of the Summit for 
members of the Initiative was the chance to meet 
with ministers and other officials privately to dig into 
industry-specific questions and concerns throughout 
the day. These sideline meetings away from the 
spotlight provide a vital opportunity for companies 
to seek solutions and build relationships with the key 
economic players in the Indonesian government in a 
less formal setting. 

“The summit captured 
the progress of greater 
openness in Indonesia’s 
economy”

visibility
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018 was a successful year for AmCham 
as we continued to work on issues that 
improve and enhance the ease of doing 
business and attract foreign investment.

Our main focus is on nine key areas: data center 
localization and the Data Privacy Law, the Patent 
and Halal laws, the Water Law, foreign workers, 
creative economy, over the top (OTT) services, and 
the National Payment Gateway (NPG).

We quietly advocated for our members on these 
issues throughout the year, but particular attention, 
and some success came from the Patent and Halal 
Laws, data localization and foreign workers. 

An integral part of keeping our members 
informed on the latest developments in our 
advocacy work has been the recent introduction of 
Policy Alerts, whereby information on everything 
from foreign worker regulations to the latest 
Negative Investment List and taxation changes is 
sent out to members so they are updated as the 
news happens. We hope you find them informative.

Patent Law
A notable win for us came in July, when, in a 
move we have worked on for some time, the 

2

setting 
things right

Minister of Law and Human Rights signed a 
ministerial regulation allowing patent holders to 
postpone compliance with the local manufacturing 
requirement set out in Article 20 of the Patent Law.

This new ministerial regulation is the result of a 
long advocacy process led by AmCham, along with 
other foreign chambers, which over the past several 
years has called for the adoption of international 
best practices for Indonesia’s patent regime.

“It is very difficult to change a law in Indonesia 
but sometimes there are clauses that are simply 
unworkable and could harm the economy; Article 
20 is one such case,” said AmCham Managing 
Director A Lin Neumann. “Forcing patent holders to 
manufacture all patents locally could have reduced 
innovation and held back growth. Fortunately, we 
were able to work with the team at the ministry of 
law to find a solution.”

Our work on this issue will continue beyond 
the enactment of the ministerial regulation, as we 
collaborate further with the Director General of 
Intellectual Property (DGIP) to draft the application 
form for postponement. Our engagement focused 
on ensuring the application process will be easy and 
transparent for patent holders.

Looking ahead to 2019, the DGIP and AmCham 
have also set-out a priority agenda for further 
collaboration on patent issues. 

Data Centers and Data Privacy Law
The Ministry of Communications and Informatics 
(ICT) confirmed in late September that the long-

advocacy
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awaited – and latest – revision of Government 
Regulation No. 82/Year 2012 (GR 82/2012) on 
Operation of Electronic Systems and Transactions, 
popularly known as the data localization regulation 
is currently at the State Secretariat, before going to 
the Office of the President. 

Minister of Communications and Informatics 
Rudiantara, speaking to companies at the 2018 US-
Indonesia Investment Summit, and Director General 
of Applied Informatics Semuel Abrijani, during a 
meeting with AmCham, both said they expect the 
regulation to be finalized before the end of this year.

A major change in the revision was that data 
classification, which had been in the hands of several 
different line ministries and agencies, will now be 
centralized in the coordinating ministries, with final 
decisions residing with the President. AmCham 
member companies have long viewed this as a 
sensible move to ease the burden on business. The 
new revision is designed to give companies greater 
certainty in their operations and to clarify that the 
use of the cloud for data storage is possible for a 
wide range of data.

Regarding the Data Privacy Law, Semuel told 
AmCham it was still in the draft stage at the House 
of Representatives’ (DPR) Commission I. Finalization 
of the law was not a priority for 2018 and has been 
pushed back to 2019. The law itself would be similar 
to European’s GDPR, although hopefully more 
business friendly and flexible.

Foreign Workers
As part of a package of changes enacted in early 
February, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral 
Resources (ESDM) revoked Ministerial Regulation 
No. 31 of 2013 on Foreign Workers in the Oil and Gas 
Sector, which restricted the use of foreign workers 
and prohibited the hiring of foreigners over the age 
of 55. The regulatory moves were part of an ongoing 
effort to boost investment and simplify permitting 
processes in the sector. AmCham Indonesia has long 
called for the lifting of Regulation No. 31.

On March 26, President Joko Widodo signed a 
presidential regulation to ease the use of foreign 
workers in Indonesia. PP20/2018 on The Use of 
Foreign Workers no longer mandates employers to 
have a Foreign Workers Recruitment Plan (RPTKA) 
for shareholders who are on the board of directors 
or members of the board of commissioners. The 
regulation also allows employers to submit the 
RPTKA two days after a foreign worker has started 
working, providing that the job is urgent in nature.

In July, we received Ministry of Manpower 
Regulation No. 10 of 2018 regarding the Procedures 
on the Use of Foreign Workers, which implemented 
PP20/2018. It revoked a 2015 Ministry of Manpower 
regulation on foreign workers and subsequent 
changes.

It is our understanding the government pushed 

for this new system in response to complaints that 
the previous system was cumbersome and difficult 
for both local and foreign investors. AmCham 
has advocated sweeping changes to the work 
permit system for some time and it is hoped this 
new regulation – while not as broadly open as 
we had hoped – will prove to be easier and more 
streamlined.

In August we held, with the Indonesian-French 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (IFCCI), a very 
popular and informative seminar to help members 
understand the implementation of the new 
regulation.

Ratih Rullyanti, the Section Head of Integrated 
Services (PTSP) and Ali Chaidar, Section Head of 
the Directorate of Foreign Worker Utilization at the 
Ministry of Manpower were present to explain how 
employers should adapt to the changes, and answer 
questions.

Halal Law
The implementation debate over the 2014 Halal Law 
is perhaps the most challenging and ever-changing 
area of our advocacy work. Early in the year we 
learned that in an inter-ministerial meeting led by 
the State Secretariat to discuss Halal implementing 
regulations, many ministries disagreed with a draft 
presented by the Ministry of Religious Affairs. The 
State Secretariat decided to give the draft back to 
the religious affairs ministry to be adjusted based on 
concerns from other ministries.

The law has famously stirred controversy by 
shifting from voluntary certification to mandatory 
halal certification and expanding certification to 
cover all “goods and/or services that are related 
to food, beverages, drugs, cosmetics, chemical 
products, biological products, genetically 
engineered products, as well as consumer goods 
that are worn, used or utilized by the public.”
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In April, we learned that the draft implementing 
regulation (PP) on the Halal Law was finalized in a 
meeting led by Vice President Jusuf Kalla, and the 
draft PP was with the State Secretariat and was 
expected to be signed soon by all line ministries and 
the president. As it turned out, this did not happen.

In the final draft, the ministries agreed to a 
phased implementation of the law that emphasizes 
“flexibility,” according to one official. 

While waiting for the final government regulation 
to be signed, AmCham also continues to engage 
with key stakeholders on the various issues to 
help ensure the implementing regulations will be 
business-friendly. 

Throughout the second semester of the year, we 
met with the Vice President’s Office, the Ministry 
of Health, the Indonesian Employers Association 

(APINDO) and the Halal Certification Agency 
(BPJPH) to further discuss critical elements in the 
upcoming halal registration regime.  

We also conducted a focus group discussion, in 
cooperation with BPJPH and the Islamic Food and 
Nutrition Council of America (IFANCA), to discuss 
halal implementation in the food and beverage 
(F&B) sector. The discussion, which was held in 
November, was attended by representative of 
various ministries, including trade, industry, religious 
affairs, and the vice president’s office.

In the meeting, our member companies shared 
insights on the complexities of the F&B industry to 
be taken into account by BPJPH when preparing the 
halal registration system.  

Investment
2018 was also a year when government made some 
bold changes in its investment policy. 

In early September, AmCham’s Trade and 
Investment Committee met with Coordinating 
Ministry of Economic Affairs Deputy for Trade and 
Industry Bambang Adi Winarso and his team, to 
gain clarification and share member experiences so 
far with the Online Single Submission (OSS) system. 
This was in response to the government moving the 
new OSS operation from the Indonesia Investment 
Coordinating Board (BKPM) to the Coordinating 
Ministry for Economic Affairs. It was no secret that 
the rollout of the system was less than smooth.

Participating in the meeting were committee 
chair Douglas Ramage, and representatives from 
member companies including Cargill, Chevron, HM 
Sampoerna and Asia Group Advisors. Managing 
Director A Lin Neumann was also there. 

The meeting provided clarity on pressing 
operational issues of concern to AmCham members 
since the implementation of the OSS system, 
particularly the scope of the regulation. For instance, 
we sought clarity on Government Regulation 
24/2018 on OSS, which excludes the extractive and 
financial sectors from the regulation.

In November, as part of its 16th economic policy 
package, the government announced it would 
open up more sectors on the Negative Investment 
List (DNI) to foreign investment. AmCham’s Trade 
and Investment Committee reached out to the 
coordinating ministry for more clarity on the 
implementation of the list. 

Earlier in the year, AmCham provided input 
on proposed changes to the DNI, among them a 
longstanding call to eliminate the list altogether and 
instead call it Investment Promotion Guidelines. 

Our members have also suggested that minority 
equity requirements that force investors in numerous 
sectors to take 20 percent or 15 percent local 
partners are counter-productive. We also sought 
greater openness in health care, pharmaceuticals 
and foreign investment in university education. 

“We were able to work with 
the team at the ministry of 
law to find a solution”

advocacy
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2018 was a very successful year for 
AmCham in terms of engagement with 
both valued old friends and prospective 
new ones, broadening our already 

increasing reach and influence into ever new areas. 

Partnerships in Health
The US Chamber of Commerce’s Global Initiative 
on Health and the Economy co-hosted a one-day 
conference with AmCham Indonesia and the World 
Bank to highlight opportunities for greater private 
sector support for Indonesia’s health care goals.

Minister of Finance Sri Mulyani Indrawati provided 
keynote remarks at the May 15 event in Jakarta, 
along with Bambang Brodjonegoro, Minister of 
National Development Planning (BAPPENAS) 
and Untung Suseno Sutarjo, Secretary General at 

the Ministry of Health. The government was well 
represented, with speakers from BAPPENAS, the 
Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Finance, the 
Indonesia Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM), 
University of Indonesia, and many more.

AmCham Managing Director A Lin Neumann 
delivered remarks to open the event, along with 
Rodrigo Chaves, World Bank Country Director for 
Indonesia.

Most of the discussions highlighted the need for 
greater clarity in public-private partnerships (PPP) in 
the health sector.

Sri Mulyani spoke about health financing in 
Indonesia. She said that universal health coverage 
remained one of government’s key priorities for 
development, and would continue to develop 
strategy to make it more productive. On the 
financing side, she said her ministry would continue 
to push for line ministries to explore creative 
financing, including in the health sector.

“The bottleneck we have now is to push for line 
ministries to be champions in seeking an increased 
private participation,” she said. “Currently they 
are only expecting funding from the government. 
Seeking attracting private partnerships is not part of 
their jobs, so we are continuing to educate more line 
ministries to be familiar with this.”

engagement
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AmCham-ERIA Briefing Series
The Economic Research Institute for the Association 
of Southeast Asian Nations and East Asia (ERIA) and 
AmCham Indonesia hosted the first AmCham-ERIA 
ASEAN Briefing Series this month, focusing on non-
tariff measures in free trade agreements (FTA) and 
regional trade agreements (RTA).

ERIA is a leading think tank devoted to original 
research on Southeast Asian issues. The July 13 
event drew a full house to ERIA’s offices in Jakarta, 
indicating a strong interest in regional issues among 
AmCham members.

A Lin Neumann, Managing Director of AmCham 
Indonesia, called for a strengthening of ASEAN 
advocacy and information sharing to benefit the 
private sector and economic growth. “We want to 

attract foreign investment, grow the economy, bring 
foreign expertise and have the opportunities for 
global best practices,” he said.

Various non-tariff measures that impact trade are 
common in Indonesia including import quotas, local 
content regulations, informal cartels and sweeping 
issues like the 2014 Halal Law. 

Warm Ministerial Meeting
Several senior executives of Reckitt Benckiser, 
the global consumer health and home products 
giant that includes Mead Johnson Nutrition, met 
with Minister of Communication and Informatics 
Rudiantara and AmCham Indonesia on August 15 
for a wide-ranging discussion on the company’s 
plans for Indonesia and the current investment 

“We want to 
attract foreign 

investment, grow 
the economy, 
bring foreign 

expertise and have 
the opportunities 

for global best 
practices”

engagement
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“Across the Asia Pacific, 
total US Foreign Direct 
Investment stood at 
about USD850 billion at 
the end of 2016”
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environment.
RB, as it is often known, acquired Mead Johnson 

in 2017. Mead Johnson is a member of AmCham’s 
President’s Advisory Council.  RB also produces 
Detol, Harpic and a full range of home and consumer 
health products.

Those present for the private breakfast meeting 
included Ata Safdar, Senior Vice President ASEAN 
for RB Health; Claas H Schaberg, Vice President 
External Affairs, RB Health; Steven Debrabandere, 
President Director, RB Health Indonesia; and Nani 
Hidayani, Regulatory and Government Affairs 
Director, RB Health Indonesia.

“RB is one of our leading companies, with a 
truly impressive range of products,” said AmCham 
Managing Director A Lin Neumann after the 
breakfast. “It was a pleasure to have such a warm 
meeting with Minister Rudiantara.”

Building Relations With Pharma
A number of issues were discussed during 
the first engagement of AmCham Indonesia’s 
Pharmaceuticals and Lifescience Committee 
with Engko Sosialine, the new Director General 
of Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices with the 
Ministry of Health, on August 29. 

Pharmaceuticals committee chair Anil Argilla of 
Pfizer Indonesia led the meeting and introduced 
the committee and its key focus areas. The meeting 
reaffirmed AmCham’s commitment to continue 
working with Engko and her office to build a more 
conducive business climate in the pharmaceuticals 
and medical devices sectors.

The meeting saw an exchange of updates on 
various pressing issues in the sector, including the 
e-catalogue, BPJS and local content for the pharma 
industry. Engko also discussed the key focus of the 
office’s work – accessibility.

Key updates included changes in e-catalogue 
procurement, which will be implemented soon.

Engko also noted the MoH is working closely 
with the Ministry of Industry to draft a regulation to 
enforce local content for the pharma industry.

The meeting closed with Engko and the 
committee agreeing to follow-up discussions on 
more technical matters related to the issues raised. 
AmCham Indonesia will continue engagement with 
Engko’s office through the committee.

APCAC 2018: A Bold Future for US 
Businesses in Asia
Some 330 leading business, government, diplomatic 
and academic figures from more than 12 countries 
across Asia and the US met in Kuala Lumpur 
Malaysia for the 2018 APCAC (Asia Pacific Council 
of American Chambers of Commerce) Business 
Summit.

AmCham Indonesia’s Managing Director, A Lin 
Neumann, moderated a panel at the event; Board 

engagement
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President Brian Arnold and Executive Director Sarah 
Howe also attended.

The Chairman of APCAC, Jackson Cox, said the 
conference was important in creating connections 
and deepening business engagement in what is the 
fastest growing region of the world.

Across the Asia Pacific, total US Foreign Direct 
Investment stood at about USD850 billion at the end 
of 2016.

During an internal meeting, APCAC’s members 
took steps to deepen its institutional presence in the 
region and expand its collective impact.

Delegates heard from a range of business, 
government and academic leaders throughout 
the two-day conference discussing a range of 
issues including an in depth look at what the 
Asian Century means, some of the challenges of 
Asia for US companies, smart cities, the impact of 
emerging technologies on the global supply chain, 
energy challenges, cybersecurity, infrastructure and 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 
and regional trading frameworks.

Spreading the Knowledge
The International Alumni Jobs Network (IAJN) and 

AmCham Indonesia began a strategic partnership 
providing reciprocal membership to IAJN in the 
chamber in exchange for existing and new corporate 
chamber members receiving free corporate 
membership in IAJN for 2018.

The corporate membership gives AmCham 
member companies access to thousands of 
returning international students and alumni for 
employment and internship opportunities.

IAJN corporate membership also includes 
discounts on other IAJN services including events 
and product and service promotion.

“The forward looking approach of the American 
Chamber in Indonesia adds great value to IAJN 
members, who can both find out more about 
American businesses in 
Indonesia and stay connected 
to American culture, 
professional networks and 
events the chamber provides,” 
said Shane Dillon, founder of 
IAJN.

“This is a great fit for 
our organization and our 
members in Indonesia.” 

At Caterpillar,  our solutions help our 
customers build a better world. And we 
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with a responsibility to the communities  
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uilding relationships and expanding 
networks are key ingredients for 
conducting successful business in 
Indonesia. So, as an integral part of 

our mission we regularly organize a number of 
networking events, aside from the formal meetings 
we host. The goal is simple: to have fun and make 
business and social contacts.

B

Business 
after hours

Networking Evenings
AmCham Indonesia held 11 networking evenings 
in some of Jakarta’s finest hotels and restaurants, 
including several joint events with various other 
chambers and organizations and our signature 
Thanksgiving evening – but more on those later. 
Some highlights follow.

After the successful US-Indonesia Investment 
Summit in September, we invited all participants 
to join our business networking evening at MO 
Bar at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Jakarta in 
cooperation with the US Chamber of Commerce and 
as part of the 2018 Summit. 

We are grateful to our generous venue hosts Up 
in Smoke, Al-Nafoura Lebanese restaurant in the 
Le Meridien Hotel Jakarta, JW Marriot Jakarta, The 
Westin Jakarta, Bengawan Keraton at The Plaza, 
AYANA Midplaza Jakarta, Sheraton Grand Jakarta 
Gandaria City, Mo Bar at the Mandarin Oriental and 
Oakroom Restaurant and Bar at Oakwood Cozmo 
Premier.

We also wish to thank our generous sponsors 
Hayden T Joseph and Company, WeWork, Santa Fe 
Relocation, Philippine Airlines, San Miguel PureFood 
Indonesia, Oishi Snacks, CFLD International, 
Honeywell, Allied Pickford, Santa Fe Relocation and 
SSEK. 

Joint Chambers Networking Evenings
AmCham Indonesia, KoCham Indonesia, and 
the Jakarta Japan Club held a joint board-level 
networking dinner, Friendship for Better Advocacy, 
hosted by KoCham, in April to get to know each 
other better with an eye toward future cooperation 
on business issues. 

Also in April we held a joint networking evening 
with the Philippines Business Club Indonesia. In 
June, as part of our Financial Services and Fintech 
Mission we invited delegates to join our networking 
evening in conjunction with the Indonesian Australia 
Business Council (IABC), the Italian Business 
Association in Indonesia (IABI) and the Indonesia 
Canada Chamber of Commerce (ICCC), which was 
attended by more than 200 people. 

In what is becoming a mini-tradition during 
Investment Initiative missions, we also provided a 
photo booth for those attending the evening to snap 
a souvenir photo, the pre-selfie way.

In July we held a joint networking evening with 
the Indonesia Australia Business Council (IABC). 
Followed by joining hands with BritCham Indonesia; 
the Brazil, Ecuador and Panama embassies; ICCC 
and Invest & Export Brasil in August.

The Exhilarating, Amazing Big Durian 
Race 2018
AmCham Indonesia saw one of its most exciting 
annual events, the seventh Amazing Big Durian 
Race, cross the finish line on Saturday, April 21, 

networking
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the same day Indonesians commemorate Kartini 
Day – celebrating the national hero of women’s 
empowerment.

The 26 teams, consisting of three to four persons, 
stepped up to the challenge of exploring Jakarta’s 
key attractions, history, culinary delicacies and out of 
the way places, turning the city’s hidden gems into a 
giant playground for a huge scavenger hunt.

This year’s tasks included five categories: judge’s 
choice, things to photograph, videos, contributor 
challenges, and set challenges. The race committee 
prepared 156 challenges to win points based on 
the difficulty level of the tasks. The committee 
also added the theme of Kartini Day to the list of 
challenges, such as singing the Kartini song with a 
stranger, wearing a kebaya and repeating a famous 
quote by Kartini, re-creating her bun hairstyle, and 
taking a picture with someone wearing a kebaya. 

Managing Director A Lin Neumann also added 
something special to the challenges. The committee 
included Lin’s “Random Dance” from Facebook into 
the judges’ choice in which participants had to copy 
his occasional moves seen on social media. 

The 2018 Amazing Big Durian Race used 
Instagram to provide a sortable, searchable, 
reportable, and shareable record of the adventures. 
Every challenge had to be posted on Instagram 
using the captain’s existing account.

While the participants had to complete the 
tasks within five hours, the judges tracked the 
points with real-time approvals. Finishing on time 
and submitting the tasks before end-time was an 
essential component of the race. Teams lost points 
if they delayed their arrival at the finish line, and 
points were not counted if the tasks were submitted 
after the race ended.

To start, participants gathered at Artotel Thamrin 
Jakarta to pick up their race kit and outline their 
strategy for the list of challenges. At the end of the 
race, the scores were finalized after all the teams 
crossed the finish line at the restaurant Up In Smoke 
Jakarta, and the winning teams were rewarded with 
an abundance of prizes.

At the end of the day, it’s all about strategy but 
in a fun way. Congratulations to the winners and 
all participants. This event was a success thanks to 
many contributors: BCA, Artotel Thamrin Jakarta, 
Up In Smoke Jakarta, Sheraton Hotel, 3M, The I CAN 
Foundation, Asian Tigers Indonesia, Goodrich Suites 
Jakarta, American Airlines and Japan Airlines, Grand 
Mirage, Shangri-La Hotel Jakarta, Tugu, Estep Asia, 
Starbucks, Hard Rock Hotel Bali, RA Simatupang, 
KOI Simatupang, Bengkel Crossfit, DeHooi, and 
Hooters Jakarta.

It was great watching the teams racing 
around Jakarta trying to score as many points as 
possible. We strive to make each year exciting and 
let you supply the creativity. 
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Fore! Thanksgiving Golf Tournament 
and Networking
AmCham Indonesia started its Thanksgiving 
celebrations this year with a special networking 
evening on November 15, followed a week later 
by the annual Thanksgiving Golf Tournament on 

November 22, the two most eagerly-anticipated 
events on AmCham’s social calendar.

The golf tournament changed venue this year 
with a move to the Emeralda Golf Club. We were not 
disappointed by the beautiful facilities. A full house 
of 147 enthusiastic players gathered early in the 
morning to navigate the fairways and greens with 
varying degrees of success, but with the great cheer 
that always marks the event.  This year, Andrew 
Shaw from the US Embassy in Jakarta, together with 
AmCham Governors Joe Bartlett and Robert Logie 
officially blasted the smoke ball into the air to open 
the tournament. 

Before tucking into the traditional turkey lunch 
provided by our sponsor, the JS Luwansa Hotel, the 
players roamed under thankfully clear skies, and 
were entertained at hospitality tents with food and 
beverages, including a special “gorengan” stall.

They were primed for the event a week earlier 
at the networking evening with a feast of turkey, 
pumpkin pie and more at Oakroom Restaurant and 
Bar at Oakwood Cozmo Premier in Jakarta. Nearly 
100 members and friends of AmCham gathered on 
the evening to network, catch up with old-friends 
and meet the candidates for the 2019 AmCham 
Board of Governors in an informal setting.

That evening is also traditionally an opportunity 
for golfers to get acquainted and talk strategy with 
their fellow players prior to the tournament. The 
evening at Oakwood was also sponsored generously 
by Santa Fe Relocation, CFLD and SSEK law firm 
with fabulous door prizes.

At the golf tournament on the day itself, the 
sunshine lasted just long enough for the players to 
all finish their rounds and head for the clubhouse as 
the clouds appeared and the course was scattered 
with rain.

That did not nothing to dampen the mood around 
the tables as there was, of course, plenty to eat. 
AmCham Managing Director A Lin Neumann was 
master of ceremonies and conducted the lucky draw 
and announced the winning teams.

Big congratulations go to the winning foursome 
of the day: Roni Setyawan, John Noreike, Simon 
Lawton and Irwansyah. The biggest of the many 
door prizes went to Jetse Van Hee of Atradius, 
who walked away with a 55-inch Samsung Curved 
Full HDTV presented by the Korean Chamber of 
Commerce.

The two events were a huge success, and would 
not have been possible without the generous 
support of more than 40 company sponsors. We 
especially appreciate the hard work of the AmCham 
staff and Golf Events Indonesia, the tournament 
organizer.  

And last, but not least, we would like to thank all 
the guests who supported the events. We hope to 
see you again for Thanksgiving 2019. 

networking
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e continue to organize special 
events for our Platinum members, 
the purpose of which is to present 
opportunities for frank and open 

discussions with officials, stakeholders and others 
and deepen our understanding of what is happening 
behind the scenes in Indonesia. 

In addition to these meetings, we also organize 
bespoke engagements for Platinum members 
by request, often to introduce new corporate 
management to key ministers or to organize a 
meeting for visiting senior management with senior 
regulators. These kinds of meetings are not public 
events, of course, but they are important as another 
way we deliver value to our most important financial 

PlatinuM 
eVents 2018

supporters. 
We began with a breakfast in February with 

leading political analysts, Kevin Evans and Bambang 
Harymurti. Bambang is one of Indonesia’s most 
respected journalists and the former editor of Tempo 
Magazine. Kevin Evans, the director of the Australia 
Indonesia Center, has been a diplomat, stockbroker, 
NGO activist and writer on Indonesian affairs 
for over 25 years and is well known as an astute 
observer of Indonesian politics in the post-reformasi 
era. The two shared their views on the dynamics 
ahead of the June local elections, an important 
subject in the aftermath of the contentious 20017 
Jakarta governor’s election. 

In March, we welcomed Minister of Industry 
Airlangga Hartarto to a breakfast discussion at 
which he shared his views on both the economy 
and the political climate. Discussions with Airlangga 
are always noted by his terrific sense of humor and 
frank and open approach with investors. We were 
not disappointed and his insights were appreciated 
as we were entering a political season.  

We were delighted that our guest in May was 
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Tur Harian
Weekday Tour

Setiap Selasa — Jumat 
Every Tuesday — Friday

11.00  |  16.30

Tur Kuratorial
Curatorial Tour

Sabtu | Saturday
1 Des 2018   11.00

Kamis | Thursday 
27 Des 2018  15.00

Sabtu | Saturday
12 Jan 2019  11.00

Informasi Tur
Tour Information

Register to www.museummacan.org/tickets

Jalur Rempah
Spice Road

Minggu | Sunday
16 Des 2018            10.30 – 11.30

Sabtu | Saturday
5 Jan 2019               14.00 – 15.00

Sabtu | Saturday
9 Feb 2019         14.00 – 15.00

Jalur Sutra
Silk Road

Sabtu | Saturday
22 Des 2018          14.00 – 16.00

MACAN Teen Workshop
Gambar Menyala 
dalam Gelap
Glow in the Dark 
Drawing

Sabtu | Saturday
22 Des 2018  11.00 – 12.30

MACAN Kids Project
Wayang Kardus
Cardboard Puppet

Minggu | Sunday
23 Des 2018           11.00 – 12.30

Program Anak
Children’s Program

MACAN  A to Z

Sabtu | Saturday
1 Des 2018           14.00 – 15.00

Rabu | Wednesday
5 Des 2018          16.00 – 17.00

Sabtu | Saturday
8 Des 2018          14.00 – 15.00

Rabu | Wednesday
19 Des 2018          16.00 – 17.00

Rabu | Wednesday
26 Des 2018          16.00 – 17.00

Musik MACAN
Lokakarya & Konser Mini
MACAN Music
Workshop & Mini Concert

Selasa | Tuesday     25 Des 2018

Lokakarya | Workshop 
10.00 – 11.30

Konser Mini | Mini Concert 
15.00 – 16.00

Program Reguler
Regular Program

Kelas Kaligrafi Sanskerta
Sanskrit Calligraphy

Sabtu | Saturday
15 Des 2018 10.30 – 12.00

Minum Teh bersama
Afternoon Tea with 

ARAHMAIANI
Minggu | Sunday
16 Des 2018 14.00 – 15.00

Pemutaran Film MACAN  
MACAN Screening

Jumat | Friday
21 Des 2018            19.00 – 21.00

Malam di MACAN
Ayo Disko!

Sabtu | Saturday
15 Des 2018       20.00 – 24.00

Program Pameran
Exhibition-Related Program

Pesta Tahunan
Annual Party

Program Publik | Public Program

Tur Anak
Children Tour

Setiap Minggu
Every Sunday 14.00

Tur Inklusi
Accessible Tour

Rabu | Wednesday
12 Des 2018 15.00

retired General Moeldoko, the former head 
of the armed forces and current chief of staff 
to President Joko Widodo. Moeldoko proved 
to be both engaging and helpful as he 
welcomed all questions and shared insights 
from inside the Presidential Office. 

In August, the Director General of Tax, 
Robert Pakpahan, came to breakfast and 
brought along several of his closest aides. 
This was a rare opportunity to meet the 
taxman in a relaxed setting and get our 
questions answered. Indonesia’s tax system 
can be quite puzzling to investors but DG 
Robert was both good natured and eager 
to be helpful. His aides proved to be quite 
good resources on specific matters related 
to foreign investors. 

Finally, the year ended with a December 
lunch with Mahendra Siregar, the former 
chairman of BKPM and one-time Vice-
Minister of Finance and Vice-Minister of 
Trade. Also active in the corporate world 
at a senior level, Mahendra is poised to 
play another key role in government in the 
months and years to come. 



mCham bid bittersweet farewells 
in 2018 to several good friends and 
supporters as they passed on to 
pastures new. But we also welcomed 

several new faces to the AmCham family, helping us 
focus not only on our achievements in 2018, but also 
to look forward with confidence to an even better 
2019.

Sarah Howe
If one person has stood for continuity, dedication 
and stability at AmCham for nearly a decade, it is 
Executive Director Sarah Howe. She has been the 
face of AmCham at countless events and a steady 
hand in our day-to-day affairs.

Enormously hard working and capable as both 
an administrator and a champion of AmCham and 
our companies, Sarah has been the first person on 
duty at our events and usually the last to leave. 

She knows our members’ names and needs and 
is dedicated to providing great service for the 
AmCham community.

But now, sadly, we are going to have to continue 
without her, as Sarah tendered her resignation from 
AmCham, effective the end of this year.

In her many roles over the years, Sarah cleaned up 
and organized our internal administration, brought 
continuity to the office and tended to our members. 
She also sought out new ideas and new directions 
for AmCham, while maintaining our traditions and 
purpose. In addition, she helped oversee our growth 
from a staff of three to the 12 full-time employees 
we have today. Her influence helped shape the 
stable and productive administrative staff we now 
have.

In addition, as our members well know, she 
has worked closely with our many committees, 
managed our membership details and overseen 
literally hundreds of events, including our very 
successful networking evenings and annual golf 
tournament. She is also a well-known figure among 
regional AmChams in Asia.

It is sometimes quite difficult to imagine how she 
keeps her many to-do lists going. In just the last few 
months, for example, she helped manage the annual 
US-Indonesia Investment Summit, followed by our 
very successful IMF-World Bank gala and finally 
another sold-out golf tournament held on American 
Thanksgiving Day, November 22.

And if you called the AmCham office after 
working hours, you know that Sarah was usually the 
one to answer the phone as she labored to complete 
one more task before calling it a night.

We will all miss her greatly and we will certainly 
call on her from time to time for advice and 
guidance.

Finally, Sarah was an early believer in our recent 
move to WeWork, helping to pave the way for the 
next phase of our working life as a chamber.

It goes without saying that we all wish Sarah 
the best of luck and great success as her journey 
continues in a different direction.

Yanuar Wibisana
This year we were pleased to welcome Yanuar 
Wibisana as our new Government Relations Director, 
to strengthen our extensive advocacy work on 
behalf of our member companies.

Yanuar leads our advocacy and policy team, 
helping to sharpen our existing focus and guide us 
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into new areas for advocacy and growth.
Yanuar has 20 years’ experience, mostly in the 

financial sector, working for foreign, local and 
government institutions. He focused on corporate 
banking during his time at HSBC, Indonesian 
Eximbank and Bank Mega. He was also the country 
representative of Euler Hermes Trade Credit 
Insurance in Indonesia. Prior to joining AmCham, he 
spent three years working for the US Commercial 
Service at the US Embassy in Jakarta, helping US 
companies to enter and do business in Indonesia.

He is a graduate of the University of Indonesia 
and holds an MBA from the IPMI International 
Business School in Jakarta.

“We are honored to have someone of Yanuar’s 
experience and expertise join the AmCham family,” 
said AmCham Indonesia Managing Director A Lin 
Neumann. “He knows our issues and he is familiar 
with many of our companies through the US 
Commercial Service.”

Others
AmCham Indonesia held a bittersweet farewell/
welcome dinner for departing colleagues and some 
new faces at the end of July.

First, we thank departing Events Manager Julia 
Lonan for her hard work and dedication. We wish 
her the best both professionally and personally in 
the next phase of the life she has chosen. We really 
appreciate the fact that she has been such a cheerful 
co-worker and motivator.

While we are sad to see Senior Government 
Relations Analyst Christ Ponderosa leave us, we are 
so proud of the fact that she has decided to pursue 
a master’s degree at Stanford University in the 
US. We have no doubt that she will be successful 
in school and the further policy studies skills she 
develops will make her an even bigger asset to 
whichever company or institution is lucky enough to 
hire her once she has earned her degree.

We were pleased to welcome new Events 
Manager Tia Ayuningtyas, to enhance the quality of 
our events and serve the AmCham Indonesia vision 
and mission. Prior to joining us, Tia was a flight 
attendant for Garuda Indonesia for three-years, and 
has a bachelor’s degree in international relations 
from the University of Indonesia.

Last but not least, we welcomed Ellisa Kosadi 
to our advocacy team, having finished a master’s 
degree in international and development economics 
at the Australian National University. She has 
experience in development research (education 
and fishery policies), and research internships in 
think tanks and the Indonesia Stock Exchange. She 
did her undergraduate studies at the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison in the US.

“AmCham is fortunate to be able to attract some 
great talent to work on our team. I am delighted 
with our new hires and proud of the new horizons 
ahead for those who are leaving,” said AmCham 
Managing Director A. Lin Neumann. 
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ince 1977, AmCham Indonesia has been 
representing and promoting US business 
interests and values, advocating for clear, 
consistent, evidence-based policies and 

best business practices. To facilitate this goal, the 
executive office provides direct support for the 
leadership, members, and other key stakeholders, as 
well as coordinating our activities. 

More than 1,500 guests were welcomed at the 
40+ events that AmCham held in 2018. AmCham 

S

operates as many programs as we do because of 
the strong support of the Board of Governors and 
the committee leadership teams. We would not 
be as successful as we are without the many hours 
committed by these dedicated volunteers. I would 
like to thank them for their effort, and I strongly 
encourage every AmCham member to get involved 
in at least one committee in 2019. 

It takes a wide array of programs to deliver 
value to our 551 members, who represent 343 
organizations, including multinational companies, 
small- and medium-sized enterprises, not-for-
profits, educational and governmental institutions, 
and entrepreneurs, comprising 20+ nationalities. 

And it has been an awesome year: AmCham’s 
ongoing programming continued to deliver 
practical insights and discussions on managing 
talent, corporate compliance, work permits and 
our complex security environment. Our networking 
evenings provided an opportunity for more than 
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700 guests to connect this year, and certainly 
international connections and cooperation was 
the theme as AmCham joined forces for events 
with our colleagues at the Indonesia-Australia 
Business Council, the British Chamber of Commerce 
in Indonesia, the Indonesia Canada Chamber of 
Commerce, the French Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry, the Italian Business Association in 
Indonesia, the Jakarta Japan Club, the Korean 
Chamber of Commerce in Indonesia, and the 
Philippine Business Club Indonesia. 

In 2018, we also supported a number of high-
profile events, including a sold-out Gala at the World 
Bank/IMF Annual Meetings in cooperation with The 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the America Indonesia 
Chamber of Commerce, the US-Indonesia Society, 
and the US-ASEAN Business Council. In addition, 
Initiative Indonesia continued in 2018 in partnership 
with the US Chamber of Commerce. The year-long 
series of events was capped by our annual US-
Indonesia Investment Summit and the release of 
“Indonesia’s Journey,” our 2018 investment report. 

Our leisure activities also included our fully 
subscribed Big Durian Race and another packed 

Thanksgiving Day Golf Tournament. 
As part of our pledge to share knowledge and 

information, AmCham coordinated briefings to 
visiting business schools, the Capstone program, 
and international and American delegations 
from technical fields, financial services and the 
creative economy. AmCham was privileged to host 
interns from President University, Georgetown 
University, and Deakin University, gaining fresh new 
perspectives and providing a valuable opportunity 
to develop skills and professional exposure.  

A big “thank you” and heartfelt appreciation go 
to the AmCham Indonesia team, who have worked 
tirelessly, each dedicating their own unique skills 
and talents to ensuring the high quality delivery of 
our overall activities this year: Ellisa, Evita, Gilang, 
Mila, Peter, Rila, Tari, Tia, and Yanuar, have done a 
remarkable job, Admin, Dedy, and Tini made sure 
we stayed on track, and Irma and Lianna kept us 
balanced. It has been my honor to work with this 
impressive team for the past nine years and I look 
forward to seeing all of you, colleagues, governors, 
chairs, and members, accomplish great success in 
2019! 
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Sampoerna consistently implements various forms of community-based development and empowerment program to stimulate a competitive advantage. 
For more information please visit:       www.sampoernauntukindonesia.com       www.facebook.com/insideSampoerna       or contact: contact@sampoerna.com

Sampoerna Untuk Indonesia 

Every shop is visited by around 100 customers daily.

Through this program, Sampoerna is offering
sustainable guidance and shaping a solid community. The program was launched in 2008.

Commited to contribute in people’s economy development
and to foster entrepreneurship enthusiasm.

SRCs trading partners spread accross 34 provinces.

A traditional retail shops network in Indonesia with
more than 60,000 retailers.

Built on a 27-hectare land in Pasuruan, East 
Java with various supporting facilities for the 
entrepreneurship development activities.

PKK Sampoerna has assisted SMEs in
79 cities/regencies.

PKK Sampoerna has implemented 90 applied 
research in the integrated agriculture field.

A center for SME growth and development, 
particularly in the field of agribusiness and 
appropriate vocational technology with around 
40,000 integrated training participants.

Officially inaugurated in 2007.

‘Sampoerna Untuk Indonesia’  (Sampoerna for Indonesia) is an 

umbrella program for various sustainable activities conducted by 

PT HM Sampoerna Tbk. (Sampoerna) as a form of company’s 

contribution and involvement in advancing the nation and 

Indonesian society.

The activities and programs of ‘Sampoerna Untuk Indonesia’ 

cover various fields, one of them is Small and Medium 

Enterprise (SME) empowerment through integrated capability 

building. We do this as an effort to support the government to 

accelerate Indonesian economic development.

For over 10 years, Sampoerna has been contributing to national 

economic development through Sampoerna Retail Community 

(SRC) and PPK Sampoerna (Sampoerna Entrepreneurship 

Training Center).

PPK Sampoerna

Sampoerna Retail Community (SRC)
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From left, Edward 
Wanandi of the US 
Chamber Board, Brian 
Arnold and Louise 
McKenzie, AmCham 
Board member and 
President of ExxonMobil 
Indonesia
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n increasingly high-profile body, the 
AmCham Indonesia Board of Governors 
has developed and grown along with 
the organization in recent years. Their 

forward-looking leadership and willingness to 
endorse new directions for AmCham has made 
the development of our advocacy work with the 
government possible. 

In 2018, the Board was very supportive of the plan 
to co-sponsor a gala and business round table in Bali 
during the IMF/World Bank meetings in October. 
The event was not without its risks as we could not 
even guarantee the meetings would happen given 
the threat of Mount Agung’s eruptions. When we 
joined forces with our partners for the event – the 
US Chamber of Commerce, the US-ASEAN Business 
Council, the American-Indonesian Chamber of 
Commerce and the US Indonesia Society – the 
Board was encouraged by the inclusiveness of the 
organizing committee. In the end, we took the lead 
organizing role for the gala, Vice President Jusuf 
Kalla gave the keynote address and the event was 
a sold-out success, in no small part because of the 
AmCham Board’s support. 

Also in 2018, we completed a strategic planning 
process that began in 2017. The result was a major 
reform of our membership structure and bylaws 

A
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The AmCham Indonesia 
Board of Governors

that opened up and expanded our corporate, 
individual and premium membership categories to 
more voting members. It was an exhaustive process 
that led us to think carefully about questions of 
diversity, empowerment and fairness. In the long 
run, the changes should grow our membership base 
and make AmCham even more attractive to new 
members. 

The other far-reaching change we made in 2018 
was the move of the office to WeWork in SCBD. 
The move away from our office home for the last 25 
years took courage and leadership and the Board 
was helpful and involved every step of the way.

The Board is also active in our ongoing advocacy 
efforts, representing us in important meetings and 
giving briefings to visitors. The Board also turned 
out for the Investment Summit and other major 
events, frequently by also becoming sponsors of our 
events. Of course, we also count on the Board to join 
our networking evenings and to support our annual 
Thanksgiving Day golf tournament.  

Led by President Brian Arnold (PwC Indonesia), 
our 2018 board was made up of Joe Bartlett (Citra 
Turbindo), Andy Cobham (Wesley Clover), Martin 
Gil/Diego Gonzalez (Coca-Cola), Robert Logie 
(AIG) Batara Sianturi (Citi), Donna Priadi (GE), Tom 
Shreve (Numada), Kathy Scalabre (AGS), Scott 
Hanna (Freeport Indonesia), Dennis Heffernan 
(Indonesia Strategi Bisnis), Darrell Johnson (SSEK), 
Adam Schwarz (Asia Group Advisors), Arief 
Susanto (Cargill), Dan Wieczynski/Louise McKenzie 
(ExxonMobil Indonesia) and Mark Winkel (Prisma 
Public Relations). Martin Gil and Dan Wieczynski left 
the board mid-year due to career reassignments. 

Thanks again to the AmCham Board of Governors, 
and we look forward to working with our new board 
in 2019. 



Make a Life, 
Not Just a Living

WeWork provides refreshing 
workspaces, powerful 
community, and meaningful 
business services to 
forward–thinking companies 
around the world.

Book a tour 
jakarta@wework.com
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